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Recent advances in fluorescence super-resolution microscopy are providing important insights into
details of cellular structures. To acquire three dimensional (3D) super-resolution images of DNA, we
combined binding activated localization microscopy (BALM) using fluorescent double-stranded DNA
intercalators and optical astigmatism. We quantitatively establish the advantage of bis- over monointercalators before demonstrating the approach by visualizing single DNA molecules stretched
between microspheres at various heights. Finally, the approach is applied to the more complex
environment of intact and damaged metaphase chromosomes, unravelling their structural features.
Folding of DNA into chromatin is essential for packaging in the nucleus and plays a key role in the regulation
of protein-nucleic acid interactions. It is essential to understand chromosome architecture because genome
organization has significant impact on cellular processes such as DNA replication, recombination, repair, gene
regulation and cell division. Chromosomes are dynamic entities with morphology alterations throughout the cell
cycle. During mitosis, human chromosomes adopt a compact X shape before segregation of sister chromatids
into daughter cells. Defects in DNA replication, recombination and repair can lead to aberrant chromosome
structures manifested by breaks or gaps seen in metaphase spreads1. The most commonly employed techniques
for investigating chromosome morphology are bright-field and wide-field fluorescence microscopy in which
DNA is labelled with a DNA binding probe such as Giemsa or DAPI. While most light microscopy techniques
provide two-dimensional (2D) pictures of chromosomes, electron microscopy (EM) and atomic force microscopy
(AFM) have been the major methods for the investigation of three-dimensional chromosome s tructure2,3. However, unlike light microscopy in which DNA and DNA-binding factors can be labelled specifically, EM and AFM
probe the whole structure of an assembly and cannot differentiate between distinct parts of complex molecules.

Results

Super-resolution fluorescence microscopy methods have become powerful tools for high-resolution structural
investigations4. An elegant technique to achieve super-resolution imaging of DNA is binding activated localization microscopy (BALM)5. BALM relies on binding and dissociation/photobleaching of fluorescent DNA
intercalating dyes and the localization from the associated increase in signal with high resolution. While the
fluorophore signal intensity is important for localization precision, higher DNA association and dissociation
rates are desired to increase the localization density in super-resolution images per unit time. A variety of DNA
intercalators and buffers have been tested previously and YOYO-1, a double stranded DNA (dsDNA) intercalating dye, in combination with ROXS (ascorbic acid and methyl viologen)—containing buffer was used for
optimal imaging conditions5. We compared binding and dissociation kinetics of YOYO-1 and SYTOX Orange
(SxO), another dsDNA intercalator commonly used in single-molecule studies6–8, under different buffer conditions. Using an autocatalytic model for association of both dyes demonstrates that SxO associates faster due to
higher autocatalysis, that is, DNA bound SxO acts to cooperatively bind additional dye at a greater rate than
YOYO-1 (Fig. 1a, b and Supplementary Fig. 1a). SxO and YOYO-1 can be modelled as dissociating with mono
and bi-phasic kinetics, as expected for mono and bis-intercalators9,10, respectively. YOYO-1 displayed slower
dissociation compared to SxO due to an additional, slow, kinetic step (Fig. 1c, d and Supplementary Fig. 1b).
The measured kinetics indicate that improvements to BALM can be made by selecting mono-intercalating dyes
with high autocatalysis, to optimally match the imaging parameters of the microscope.
Importantly, it was possible to completely remove SxO while more than 30% of YOYO-1 remained on DNA
even after extensive washing (Fig. 1c, d) as reported p
 reviously5. In addition, we found that another oxygen scavenging imaging buffer (IB; TE50 buffer containing glucose, glucose oxidase, catalase and MEA-HCl)11 improved
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Figure 1.  YOYO-1 and SxO binding and unbinding kinetics in different buffers. (a)–(d) Time-lapse
measurements of association kinetics at 20 nM YOYO-1 (a) or SxO (b). The chemical structure of YOYO-1 is
shown while that of SxO is proprietary information. Dissociation kinetics of YOYO-1 (c) and SxO (d) under
three different buffer conditions. Buffer conditions are TE50 (10 mM Tris pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA, 50 mM NaCl),
TE50 containing either Ascorbic Acid and Methyl Viologen (ROXS) or glucose, glucose oxidase, catalase and
MEA-HCl (IB) with concentrations indicated in the methods section. The overlaid lines are fits to the data using
the model equations described in the methods section.
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Figure 2.  3D BALM imaging of DNA. (a) A cartoon depiction of a DNA-coated bead immobilized on a glass
surface through biotin-streptavidin linkage. (b, c) 3D BALM images (b) and the corresponding cross sections of
two DNA-coated microspheres at different axial levels (c) with color-coded height map. The schematics above c
illustrate different z levels. (d)–(f) 3D BALM images of 10 kb linear dsDNA tethered to the surface of the glass
at both ends (d), tethered to the surface at one end and to a 1-µm diameter bead at the other end (e), tethered
to a 1-µm diameter bead at one end and to a 0.4-µm diameter bead at the other end (f). (g) Line profile for
determination of lateral and axial FWHM (representing dsDNA, tethered to a 1-µm diameter bead from one
end and to a 0.4-µm diameter bead from the other end). Solids lines are fits to a Gaussian.
association/dissociation of SxO to a larger extent than ROXS (Fig. 1b, d and Supplementary Fig. 1). These results
suggest that SxO in IB should perform best in BALM imaging. To compare the quality of super-resolved images
with YOYO-1 in ROXS and SxO in IB, we performed two-dimensional BALM measurements on well-defined
DNA origami structures12 (Supplementary Fig. 2a–d). Even though it was possible to observe triangular and
square-shaped DNA assemblies using both dyes, SxO led to a higher number of localizations per origami than
YOYO-1, while retaining comparable lateral precision and photons per localization (Supplementary Fig. 2d).
To investigate 3D DNA architecture using BALM, we introduced optical astigmatism through a cylindrical
lens. As the fluorophore point spread function changes depending on the distance from the objective focal plane,
astigmatism provides axial position information. This method has been previously applied to stochastic optical
reconstruction microscopy (STORM)13 and DNA P
 AINT14,15. To demonstrate the feasibility of our approach, we
first applied 3D BALM to 400 nm diameter microspheres coated with 100 base-pair (bp) long oligonucleotide
duplexes (Fig. 2a, Supplementary Fig. 3b). DNA-bead conjugates were immobilized onto the surface of a coverslip
in a microfluidic flow chamber and 30 pM SxO was introduced in IB. When microspheres were not conjugated
to DNA, no binding of SxO to microspheres was observed at this SxO concentration. 3D BALM images of
DNA-coated beads showed hollow spherical structures with a mean diameter of 408 ± 14 nm (mean ± std dev)
consistent with the expected size of the microspheres (400 nm as measured by the manufacturer) (Fig. 2b, c,
Supplementary Video 1). The lateral precision and photons per localization remain consistent across the seven
axial layers measured to form the 3D image (Supplementary Fig. 3b).
To perform 3D BALM on individual DNA molecules, we generated a 10 kilo base pair (kb) linear DNA
construct containing biotin modifications at one end and digoxigenin at the opposite end. DNA was tethered to
a streptavidin-coated glass coverslip with the biotin-modified end, while the digoxigenin-labelled end of DNA
was bound to a 1 μm diameter microsphere conjugated with anti-digoxigenin antibody (Fig. 2e). Microspheres
conjugated to DNA were then attached to the surface in the presence of buffer flow to extend the DNA molecules. We performed 3D BALM at relatively higher SxO concentrations (500 pM) due to lower dissociation
rates of the dye from highly stretched DNA8. At this concentration, SxO aspecifically bound to microspheres
making them visible in 3D super-resolution images. Color-coded images of DNA molecules show that the axial
position of DNA increases from the surface-tethered end towards the microsphere-tethered end as expected
(Fig. 2e, top; Supplementary Fig. 3a). An x–z plane projection of a single DNA molecule tethered at both ends
to the surface demonstrates that such molecules lie flat on a single z-plane as expected (Fig. 2d). In contrast, a
DNA molecule stretched between the surface and a microsphere revealed a clear slope (Fig. 2e, bottom). Due
to the hydrodynamic force exerted on microspheres, DNA molecules were stretched to on average 90% of their
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Figure 3.  3D super-resolution imaging of metaphase chromosomes. (a) Three-dimensional BALM images of an
undamaged human metaphase chromosome. (b) 3D BALM images of an irradiated chromosome. A schematic
representation of irradiated chromosome with a groove on one of the arms and three-dimensional surface plots
at the upper (blue), and lower (red), layers. (c) (Top left) Wide-field image of a SxO-stained human chromosome
(blue) and telomeric regions on the chromosome (magenta). (Bottom left) A top view of merged re-constituted
super resolution (BALM) image of the chromosome and re-constituted super resolution (STORM) image of the
telomeric regions of this chromosome. (Right) Three-dimensional surface plots of BALM (blue), STORM (red),
and both images superimposed.
contour length. A 10 kb DNA molecule (3 μm when stretched to 90% of the contour length) tethered at one
end to the surface and at the opposite end to a microsphere 0.5 μm (the radius of the microsphere) above the
surface is expected to display a tilt angle of 9.4° from the surface. The average angle of slope was 11 ± 1.7° (n = 20,
mean ± std dev), consistent with the predicted value. Next, we stretched single DNA molecules between two
microspheres thus elevating both ends from the surface. 3D super-resolution images of double-microsphere
tethered DNA showed the entire molecule being stretched above the surface (Fig. 2f). The average full width at
half maximum of stretched DNA in the lateral, x–y plane was 35.6 ± 1.6 nm (mean ± std dev), higher than previously reported for surface-fixed DNA molecules5. Because we tethered DNA to the surface only at their ends, it
is likely that thermal fluctuations led to lower resolution compared to completely fixed DNA. Consistently, we
found that poorly stretched DNA molecules exhibited larger thickness (Supplementary Fig. 3a). The observed
axial resolution on DNA stretched between two microspheres was 94.8 ± 5.5 nm (mean ± std dev), consistent
with the expected halving of lateral resolution when using the astigmatism in 3D STORM13. Together, our results
indicate that BALM can be effectively used with optical astigmatism to acquire 3D super-resolution fluorescence
images of crowded as well as single DNA molecules.
To explore the applicability of 3D BALM on chromatin, we prepared metaphase chromosome spreads from
Jurkat cells. After fixing chromosomes on the glass surface of a flow chamber, we introduced 50 pM SxO in IB
and performed BALM imaging. Super-resolution images of SxO-labelled chromosomes yielded an average axial
thickness of 714 ± 39 nm (mean ± std dev), with localization precision comparable to that for origami structures
(Fig. 3a, Supplementary Video 2, and Supplementary Fig. 4). In addition, structural features of chromosomes such
as fine DNA protrusions, that could not be seen with wide-field imaging, were detectable on 3D BALM images.
DNA damaging factors such as ionizing radiation can cause chromosomal abnormalities including chromatid
gaps16, however the exact nature of these gaps is not clear. To investigate such structures with 3D BALM, we
imaged metaphase chromosomes from irradiated cells. Giemsa-stained chromosome spreads displayed small
gaps on several chromosomes when imaged under bright-field microscopy (Supplementary Fig. 5). 3D BALM
image of a representative radiation-induced chromatid break (Fig. 3b and Supplementary Video 3) demonstrates
localization density only on lower and not higher z-planes (further examples in Supplementary Fig. 6). As an
alternative approach to introduce chromosome damage, metaphase spreads were treated with sonication in an
ultrasonic bath. Similar to irradiated chromosomes, sonication induced thinned regions on some of the chromosomes as revealed by 3D BALM (Supplementary Fig. 7 and Supplementary Video 4).
The ability to differentially target specific DNA sites with fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) is a powerful tool to investigate chromosomal a rrangements17, and has been extensively used in analysis of telomeres18,19.
We marked telomeric sequences on fixed metaphase chromosomes with an Alexa647-labelled protein nucleic
acid (PNA) probe and obtained 3D organization of PNA-labelled sites with direct 3D STORM20,21 (Fig. 3c).
Importantly, we were able to acquire 3D BALM images of entire chromosomes and overlay the two super-resolved
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images (Fig. 3c and Supplementary Video 5). Interestingly, while some telomeric PNA probe localized to the top
exterior region on chromosomes (Fig. 3c), others bound to the interior regions and adopted extended shapes
(Supplementary Fig. 8). With this method, it may be possible to analyse telomeric structures in detail under
different stress conditions.

Discussion

We have demonstrated the use of fluorescent DNA intercalators for 3D super-resolution imaging of isolated
DNA molecules as well as chromatin. Thus, 3D BALM is a versatile method for investigating the architecture of
chromosomes. In the future, other DNA binding fluorescent dyes can be tested for specific applications such as
cell-permeable fluorophores for 3D BALM in living c ells22. We provide a kinetic analysis to allow careful selection
of intercalators, the concentration, and the buffer conditions necessary. We demonstrated the ability to combine
3D BALM and STORM making it possible to superimpose three-dimensional super-resolution images of DNA
with other chromosome components. Therefore, super-resolution images of other factors such as γH2AX marking DNA double-strand breaks23 may be acquired and overlaid onto 3D BALM images.

Methods

Flow cell preparation. Flow cells were prepared essentially as described previously24. Briefly, glass cov-

erslips (24 × 40 mm, 0.17 ± 0.01 mm, VWR, 630–2,746) were cleaned with two rounds of sonication in ethanol
and 1 M potassium hydroxide, 30 min each round, treated with (3-Aminopropyl)triethoxysilane in acetone and
subsequently functionalized with a mixture of polyethylene glycol (PEG)-Succinimidyl Valerate (SVA) (MW
5,000, Laysan Bio Inc.) and Biotin-PEG-SVA (MW 5,000, Laysan Bio Inc.) in 100 mM sodium bicarbonate buffer
(pH 8.2). A flow channel was prepared by sandwiching double-sided tape between the functionalized coverslip
and a glass slide (VWR, 48,300–025) containing two holes. An inlet (Intramedic, PE20; inner diameter 0.015″,
outer diameter 0.048″) and an outlet (Intramedic, PE20; inner diameter 0.015″, outer diameter 0.048″) tubing
are attached to the holes on the glass slide and sealed with epoxy (Devcon, 5 min Epoxy). The inlet tubing was
submerged into an Eppendorf tube filled with buffer, while the outlet tubing was attached to an automated
syringe pump (Harvard Apparatus, Pump 11 Plus Single Syringe) to withdraw buffer through the flow channel.

Preparation of DNA constructs.

One‑end biotinylated λ DNA for measurement of dye kinetics. To measure association and dissociation kinetics of SxO and YOYO-1, one end of linear λ phage DNA (New England
Biolabs) was labelled with biotin. To this end, a ~ 0.5 kb PCR substrate was generated from pUC19 vector with
primers 5′-ATGCCGGGAGCAGACAAGCCCGTC-3′ and 5′Phosphate-AGGTCGCCGCCCGGAAG-AGC
AGCTGGCACGACAGGTTTCCCG-3′ in the presence of Biotin-16-dUTP (Enzo). Biotin-modified PCR substrate was then nicked with Nt.BspQI (New England Biolabs) generating a 12-nt 3′ tail complementary to one
end of λ DNA. tenfold excess of biotinylated PCR was mixed with λ DNA, ligated with T4 DNA ligase and
further purified by gel electrophoresis. To functionalize the surface with streptavidin, 0.2 mg/ml streptavidin in
phosphate buffered saline (PBS) was introduced into the flow channel, incubated for 5 min, and free streptavidin
was removed by washing the flow cell with blocking buffer (20 mM Tris–HCl pH 7.5, 50 mM NaCl, 2 mM EDTA,
0.2 mg/ml BSA). 1 nM biotin-modified λ was introduced in blocking buffer, incubated for 5–10 min, and excess
DNA was removed with blocking buffer. To stretch and fix DNA on the surface, Label IT® Biotin (Mirus) in water was flown at 100 µl/min for 5 min. While one end of Label IT® covalently crosslinks to λ DNA, the opposite
biotin end binds to the streptavidinated surface, thus immobilizing the DNA on the surface.

DNA origami. Nanoscale DNA origami was built as described in Refs.12,25. A single-stranded scaffold DNA,
and over 200 oligonucleotides, called staple strands, were used for self-assembly of DNA molecules into triangular and rectangular DNA origami shape with the edge length of 120 nm. A mixture was prepared with 100 nM
staple mix and 10 nM scaffold from M13 bacteriophage (Tilibit) in folding buffer (5 mM Tris pH 8.0, 1 mM
EDTA, 5 mM NaCl, 20 mM M
 gCl2). This mixture was annealed in a PCR thermocycler using a fast-linear cooling step from 80 °C to 65 °C over 1 h, followed by 42 h linear cooling ramp from 65 °C to 24 °C. Annealed sample
was then subjected to gel electrophoresis in 0.5 × TBE buffer in the presence of 10 mM MgCl2 at 75 V for 3 h in
a cold room. Finally, DNA origami was gel extracted via electroelution and concentrated using spin columns
(Amicon Ultra 0.5 ml, 3 kDa MWCO). To immobilize DNA origami on the surface, coverslips were streptavidin
functionalized as described above. Label IT® Biotin was introduced into the flow cell and incubated for 10 min.
After washing the flow cell with folding buffer, DNA origami was introduced in folding buffer, incubated for a
period of time (2–30 min) to obtain sufficient surface coverage, and excess origami was removed with folding
buffer. All buffers used in downstream applications contained 10 mM MgCl2 to prevent disassembly of origami
structures.
DNA‑coated microspheres. A 100-bp duplex DNA containing a biotin at one end was prepared by mixing equimolar amounts of oligonucleotides 5′GGTTGGCGAATTCCCATTGCCTCAGCATCCGGTACCTCAGCA
CGACGTTGTAAAACGAGCCTTCACCGTGGTGAGT TTGTCT TCTCGAAGCAGTCAACCA3′BiotinTEG
and
5′TGGTTGACTGCTTCGAGAAGACAAACTCACCACGGTGAAGGCTCGTTTTACAACGTCGTG
CTGAGGTACCGGATGCTGAGGCAATGGGAATTCGCCAACC3′ (Integrated DNA Technologies Inc.) in
buffer (10 mM Tris pH 8.0, 100 mM NaCl and 1 mM EDTA), heating to 85 °C and slowly cooling down to
room temperature. Streptavidin-coated polystyrene particles (0.4 µm diameter, Spherotech Inc.) were washed
twice in T50 buffer (10 mM Tris pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA, 50 mM NaCl) by centrifugation and sonicated in an
ultrasonic water bath for one minute to break down aggregates. DNA and microspheres were mixed in T50
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buffer, incubated overnight at room temperature on a rotator, and unbound DNA was removed by washing the
microspheres twice with T50.
Biotin/digoxigenin‑modified 10 kb linear DNA. λ DNA was digested with ApaI (New England Biolabs), separated on a 0.5% agarose gel, and the resulting 10 kb fragment was isolated via gel extraction (Qiagen). Biotinylation of one end of this fragment was achieved using the same protocol described for biotin-modification of λ
DNA. To label the other end of 10 kb DNA with digoxigenin, a ~ 0.5 kb fragment from pUC19 was PCR amplified with 5′ATGCCGGGAGCAGACAAGCCCGTC3′ and 5′ATGGGCCCAGCTGGCACGACAGG-TTTCCC
G3′ in the presence of digoxigenin-11-dUTP (Roche). The digoxigenin-labeled DNA was digested with ApaI, gel
purified, mixed in tenfold excess with biotin-modified 10 kb DNA, and ligated using T4 DNA ligase (NEB). The
substrate was separated on a 0.5% agarose gel and purified by gel extraction.
10 kb DNA was immobilized on the surface from its biotinylated end as described above. To attach the other
end of DNA to microspheres, we conjugated polyclonal anti-digoxigenin antibody (anti-dig, Roche) to carboxylated polystyrene particles (1 µm diameter, Spherotech Inc.). Anti-dig-coated microspheres in blocking buffer
were introduced into the flow cell and allowed at least 1 h to bind DNA. Free microspheres were removed by
washing the chamber with blocking buffer. To stretch DNA and attach microspheres to the surface, an oligonucleotide (10 nM in blocking buffer) containing digoxigenin on one side and biotin on the other (5′BiotinTEGTTTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TT3′Digoxigenin) was withdrawn at 250 µl/min for one minute.
To stretch DNA between two microspheres, 0.4 µm-diameter streptavidin coated beads were attached on the
PEG-Biotin-modified coverslip surface of the flow cell. DNA was then introduced to attach the streptavidincoated microspheres from the biotinylated end of DNA. Because surface is not coated with streptavidin at this
stage, DNA binds only to streptavidin-conjugated microspheres and not to the surface. After removing free DNA,
1 µm-diameter anti-dig-conjugated microspheres were introduced for binding to the free digoxigenin-end of
DNA molecules. After removing free anti-dig-coated microspheres, streptavidin was introduced to coat the PEGbiotin surface. Finally, free streptavidin was removed, and biotin/digoxigenin double-labelled oligonucleotide was
introduced as described above to attach anti-dig-conjugated microspheres to streptavidin-functionalized surface.
Metaphase chromosome spreads. Human T lymphocytic Jurkat cells (ATCC) were grown in suspension at 37 °C
in a humidified atmosphere with 5% CO2 in RPMI-1640 medium (Sigma-Aldrich) supplemented with 1.5 mM
L-glutamine (PAA Laboratories, Austria), 10% fetal bovine serum (Thermo Fisher) and penicillin/streptomycin (50units/ml, 50 µg/ml) (Thermo Fisher). Cells were maintained between 1 and 20 × 105 cells/ml. Cells in
medium (1.5 × 106 cells/mL; 5.5 mL in 15 mL centrifuge tube) were irradiated at 1 Gy or sham-irradiated at room
temperature by a 137Cs source at 5 Gy/min. Samples were kept on ice to and from the irradiator. Cells were then
incubated with colcemid (0.15 μg/mL; Sigma-Aldrich) at 37 °C in a humidified atmosphere with 5% C
 O2 for
1.5 h. Medium was subsequently replaced with 2.5 mL 75 mM KCl hypotonic buffer after spinning cells at 500 × g
for 5 min at room temperature. Ten minutes later, cells were spun as before and fixed in 3:1 methanol:acetic
acid for 10 min at room temperature. After a final spin, cells were resuspended in 3:1 methanol:acetic acid at
22.5 × 106 cells/mL (375 μL) and kept at − 20 °C until used for studies. 10 µl of chromosome sample was drop
from 40 cm height onto a glass coverslip that was sonicated only in ethanol. Glass slides were kept at room
temperature for 15 min to dry and a flow chamber was assembled such that chromosomes would stay inside the
flow channel. To induce mechanical DNA damage, the glass coverslip with metaphase spreads was treated with
20 min sonication in an ultrasonic water bath before assembly of the flow chamber.
To stain telomeric regions, coverslip containing dried chromosome sample was placed into 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS for 10 min and rinsed with PBS. The sample was first treated with RNase A (0.1 mg/ml in PBS)
at 37 °C for 15 min, then with pepsin (0.002% in 100 mM HCl) at 37 °C for 15 min. Between and after RNase A
and pepsin treatments the sample was washed with PBS. Next, the coverslip was washed in series with 70%, 85%,
and 100% ethanol for two minutes each. Finally, the sample was incubated with 200 nM of TelC-Cy5 (Panagene)
in probe solution (20 mM Tris–HCl pH 7.5, 10% goat serum (Thermo Fisher)) overnight at room temperature,
in the dark, for hybridization. The sample was submersed in buffer (100 mM sodium phosphate dibasic, 50 mM
sodium phosphate monobasic dehydrate, 0.1% Triton X-100) at 37 °C for 5 min and washed with PBS at room
temperature. A flow chamber was then prepared with the coverslip containing PNA-labeled chromosomes.

Imaging and data analysis. Samples were imaged using Nikon Ti-E microscope with 100 × oil NA 1.49 SR
Apo TIRF objective and Andor iXon EMCCD camera. Images were captured with NIS-Elements AR software
equipped with N-STORM module. YOYO-1 or SxO was imaged with 488- or 532-nm lasers, respectively. For
dye association/dissociation measurements, images were acquired with 5 s time-lapse, 150 ms exposure time,
300 EM gain at 1% of the maximum laser intensity. When imaging dissociation kinetics, DNA was first stained
with 20 nM YOYO-1 or SxO in TE50 buffer (10 mM Tris pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA, 50 mM NaCl) for 30 min. After
binding and unbinding data acquisition, 150 frames without any time delay between frames were acquired for
photobleaching controls. All data were taken at room temperature.
In BALM measurements, a field of view comprising 256 × 256 pixels was acquired with the EMCCD camera.
BALM imaging was performed with maximum 532 nm laser intensity at 50–500 pM SxO in IB (TE50 (10 mM
Tris pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA, 50 mM NaCl) supplemented with 40 mg/ml glucose, 0.05 mg/ml glucose oxidase
(Sigma-Aldrich), 1 µg/ml catalase (Sigma-Aldrich) and 100 mM MEA-HCl (Sigma-Aldrich)) or with the maximum 488 nm laser intensity at 200 pM YOYO-1 in T50 buffer containing another oxygen scavenging system
ROXS consisting of 10 mM Ascorbic Acid (Sigma-Aldrich) and 1 mM Methyl Viologen hydrate (Acros Organics).
STORM imaging was performed with the maximum 647 nm laser intensity in IB. When performing BALM on
DNA origami samples, origami buffer (50 mM Tris, 50 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 10 mM M
 gCl2) was used instead
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of T50 buffer. For drift correction, 0.19 µm diameter Flash Red microspheres (Bangs Laboratories) were used as
fiducial markers for BALM with SxO, and 0.1 µm diameter yellow/green microspheres (FluoSpheres, Thermo
Fisher) were used for BALM with YOYO-1 and for STORM.
10,000–60,000 frames were acquired without delay with 50 ms exposure for BALM and 10 ms exposure for
STORM imaging. For 3D BALM/STORM, 3D-Stack function of N-STORM module was used to acquire images
at multiple different Z-positions over the time with 200 nm step size. A set of sequentially acquired images was
analysed by Nikon N-STORM software (NIS-Elements AR) and formed into a super-resolution image. Superresolution images include information such as position (in the X and Y axis direction is referred to 2D-STORM/
BALM image, in the x, y and z axis direction is referred to 3D-STORM/BALM image), size, and intensity of each
individual fluorescent molecule. Imaris (Bitplane) was used to generate surface plots from 3D BALM/STORM
super-resolution reconstituted images.
Association/dissociation kinetics. The dissociation as a function of time data was modelled as a multi-step process with intermediate states existing between the bound and free dye states. Formally, this is described by a sum
of exponential d
 ecays26,27, with the number chosen through minimising chi-squared. YOYO-1 dissociation is
best described by the reaction.
k2

k1

Dyebound → Dyeintermediate → Dyefree ,
and so, the intensity by a double exponential decay.

I = I0 + A1 e−k1 t + A2 e−k2 t .
SxO is best described with no intermediate states.
k1

Dyebound → Dyefree ,
and so, by a single exponential decay

I = I0 + A1 e−k1 t .
The association of both dyes follows a logistic curve as a function of time and we model the data as an autocatalytic reaction
k1

Dyefree → Dyebound
k2

Dyefree + Dyebound → 2 × Dyebound ,
and so the intensity by28.

I=1−
1+

k1
k2 + 1
.
k1 (k1 +k2 )t
k2 e

Data availability
All data generated or analysed during this study are available within this article or from the corresponding author
upon reasonable request.
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